
MONDAY TECHNICAL SESSION 

June 26, 1967 

The Monday Mternoon Technical Session of the 
16th Annual Convention, National Community Tele
vision Association, held in the Adams Room of the 
Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois, convened at two
fifteen o'clock, Archer Taylor, Malarkey, Taylor & 
Associates, Engineering Management Consultant, 
Washington, D. C., Chairman presiding. 

CHAIRMAN TAYLOR: I would like to formally 
welcome you to the first technical session of the 16th 
Annual Convention of the National Community Tele
vision Association. 

We have a very interesting group of technical 
papers to present this afternoon and in the other ses
sions in the convention; and I think, in spite of the 
absence of the slide projector for the moment, we will 
proceed. 

The first speaker, fortunately, can do without the 
slide projector, so we can have his paper first. It is 
with great pleasure that I introduce Mr. Carmine 
D'Elio of the Vikoa Corporation. 

Mr. D'Elio received his B.E.E. degree in 1960 
from the City College of New York, his M.S.E.E. de
gree in 1963 from Drexel Institute of Technology. He 
is currently enrolled in a doctoral program at the 
Newark College of Engineering. Presently he is a 
section head for advanced engineering at Vikoa, and 
formerly was a transistor application engineer for 
R.C.A. 

Mr. D'Elio's paper is on "Noise Figure-Its 
Meaning and Measurement." Mr. D'Elio. (Applause) 

MR. CARMINE D'ELIO (Vikoa, Inc.): Thank you, 
Mr. Taylor and gentlemen. 

This discussion is tutorial in nature, nothing new 
will be advanced. The aim hopefully, is to present in
formation on noise figure and signal to noise ratio in 
general, and show how the information is used for de
termining the effects of noise on cable systems. 

NOISE FIGURE AND THE SYSTEM SIGNAL 
TO NOISE RATIO 

By 

Carmine D 'Elio - Vikoa, Inc. 

Introduction:-

Everyone is well aware of the fact, that noise in 
an amplifier or .system, serves to degrade the infor~ 
mation of the desired signal. In a cable system it 

sets the limit on the minimum signal that can be 
mitted along the cable and still provide a good 
picture. In order to describe the quality of the 
in a more concise manner, we establish a relati 

1 
to 

between the signal and the noise, namely the signa 
· noise ratio. Since noise fluctuates randomly over a 

e' 
period of time, it would be meaningless to try tors 
late an instantaneous signal voltage to instantaneoll a 
noise voltage. Instead, we deal with averages over! 

·goa 
long period of time and use the mean squared Sl .

0 
ol 

voltage and mean squared noise voltage. The ratll to 
·goa these two voltages is then referred to, as the Sl S' 

noise ratio. Since the signal and the noise are me~
ured at the same point in a system and therefore areo 
pear across the same load, the ratio of mean squa 

re' 
voltages is also the ratio of powers and thus rep 
sents the signal to noise power ratio. Using thiS . · 
tion, the quality of a T.V. picture can now be desc itb 
with a number and the performance of a systern, ·we 
respect to noise, can be rated by the signal to nolS 
ratio. 

Noise Figure 

tbe 
The higher the signal to noise ratio the better 

11
, 

quality of the picture. The signal to noise ratio c~ne 
tinuously decreases as the signal passes through tne . 
system because additional noise is introduced bY 
components of the system. This additional ~ois:he 
by the system can be determined by companng 
output signal to noise ratio and the input signal to·se 
ratio. This measure of noisiness is called ~he n;; 
figure of the system and is defined by equat1on ( ·at~' 
monly referred to as the "degradation" or "detefl 
tion" ratio. 

·se 
(S/N)i h (S/N)i = input signal to nol ·se 

(1) F = (S/N)o w ere (S/N)o = output signal to nol 

and F = the noise figure (or noise factor). 
The noise figure in terms of db is 10 log.1oF · A~ ~ 
system would be, where the (S/ N)o = (S/N)i and he 
This would indicate that no noise was added bY t iO" 
tern. As the amount of noise added by the syste~ for 
creases, F increases. The definition is the sartlbe 
one amplifier or for a cascade of amplifiers. 'f sio1' 
noise figure of a black box can be determined, bY 
ply measuring the input and output signal to noise 

In an actual system design the problem is te 1 

Pu Jl' 
somewhat. The designer must be able to corn ·f·er 9l 

Plll nl 
the operating levels should be for a given am ·se t• 
cascade, in order to achieve a given signal to 1101 
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:tthe end of the cascade. The system noise figure is 

0~ed just to enable the designer to determine what this 
~ut signal to noise ratio will be. 

~ 
. ~Noise Figure 

~ From equation (1), it can be readily seen that, if 
~0: output signal to noise ratio and the overall system 
~o~se figure are known, the required input signal to 
!l ise ratio can be calculated. In order to determine 
lien . 
~0 °Ise figure of an entire system, it is important to 
sy w What the relative contribution of each part of the 
!i~tern is, to the overall noise output. If the noise 
!igu re of each amplifier is known, the overall noise 
!ro re of the cascaded amplifiers can be determined 

lU equation (2) 

F 2 -1 F 3 -1 Fu-1 •••..•••• 

F 1 + G1 + G2 G3 + G1G2G3 

Fn- 1 

G1G2G3 ••••• Gn - 1 

Wher 
di~id e the F' s represent the noise factor of each in-
Whi :al network and the G' s represent gains or losses 
ta11c ever the case may be. Appendix I gives a de-
Sta:t~ eXplanation and derivation of this equation 
eq\l lng With the definition of noise figure. To use 
a)) a.tion (2) in its present form, to calculate the over-no· 
alilpl·l~e figure, of a cascade -of more than two or three 
Si!Q ~~1:rs, is quite unwieldy. The equation can be 
sy8t lfled, for calculating the noise figure of a cable 
a!QD~i~· In this case, the noise figures of all the 
&atll. flers are equal, for all practical purposes. The 
alllp~· ~re also the same and the cable losses between 
t!la.Jt/h~rs are equal to the gains of the amplifiers, 
~ itio ng the total system gain unity. Under these con
Of dbns equation (2) reduces to F = N F1 or in terms 

N.F. = (NF) 1 + 10 log.10N 
IV he 
the ~e_N.F. is the overall noise figure in db, (NF)1 is 
Of a.;1s_e figure of one amplifier and N is the number 

A.Phfiers cascaded. 
ftoltl PPendix II shows how equation (3) is derived 
Syste equation (2), using the premise. of a unity gain 

tn. 
ll) 
~tR, __ 
~ 

l3 
eall b: t~e use of equation (3) the overall noise figure 
Dtovid quickly calculated for any number of amplifiers, 
aatqe ect, the noise figure of each amplifier is the 

and the amplifiers have been equally spaced and 

the gain is unity for the cascade. Once the overall 
noise figure has been computed the required input 
signal to noise ratio can be determined for any de
sired output signal to noise ratio, with equation (1). 
Since signal to noise and noise figure are generally 
given in terms of db, equation (1) can be expressed in 
terms of db for a direct calculation of the input signal 
to noise ratio. Equation (1) in terms of db is: 

(4) (S/N)i = (S/N)o + N .F. 

where all the terms of the equation are expressed in 
db. As an example; if the desired (S/N)o is 44 db and 
ten amplifiers with a noise figure of 10 db a re to be 
cascaded, the input signal to noise ratio would be cal
culated by first using eq. (3) to calculate the overall 
noise figure, in this example, N.F. = 10 + 10 log.10 10 
= 20 db then from equation (4) the input signal to noise 
ratio is found to be, (S/N)i = 44 + 20 = 64 db. 

Noise Voltage 

The input signal to noise can be divided into two 
factors, the signal voltage and the noise voltage. If 
either of the two is known, the other can be calculated. 
The objective of the system designer, is to determine 
the minimum input signal level required to give the 
desired output signal to noise ratio. This can be ac
complished by computing the noise voltage present at 
the beginning of the system. 

The mean squared noise voltage for a resistor due 
to temperature is defined by equation ( 5) 

4RKTB 

R = resistor generating thermal 
noise 

K = Boltzman's constant = 1.38 
x 1o-23 joules/oK 

T = Absolute temperature in oKelvin 
B = Equivalent noise bandwidth 

Noise levels for a T.V. channel are specified for a 
4 MHZ bandwidth in C.A. T.V. The characteristic im
pedance of the cable used is 75 ohms and all compon
ents are matched to this impedance. The thermal noise 
resistance is therefore 75 ohms. The mean squared 
voltage can be calculated for any given temperature 
condition. 

A more useful number to calculate is the R.M.S. 
noise voltage, because it can be compared to the R.M.S. 
signal voltage which can be measured directly. The 
R.M.S. noise voltage is found by just takfl Jhe square 
root of th~ mean squared noise voltage ( En ) • Using 
equation (5), the noise voltage computed for a 75 ohms 
resistor with a 4 MHZ bandwidth and normal room 
temperature (298°K) is -59 dbmv. This is the level of 
noise that will be present at the beginning of a cable 
system. 
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Input Signal Level 

With the signal to noise ratio in db and the noise 
voltage in dbmv the signal level in dbmv can be de
termined. The signal level in dbmv is equal to the 
signal to noise ratio in db plus the noise voltage in 
dbmv. So that for a signal to noise ratio of 64 db and 
a noise voltage of -59 dbmv (Si = (S/N)i + Ni = 64 
- 59 = 5 dbmv). This indicates that a minimum sig
nal level of 5 dbmv must be available at the beginning 
of the system in order to have a signal to noise ratio 
of 64 db. 

Measurement of Noise Figure 

There are many methods that can be used, for 
measuring the noise figure of an amplifier. The sim
pliest way, is to use an automatic noise figure meter. 
This instrument is commercially sold and permits a 
direct reading of the noise figure from a meter. Most 
other techniques become somewhat more involved and 
require a calibrated noise source. A Field Strength 
meter could be used also, but it must first be cali
brated properly, to read the R.M.S. noise voltage. The 
F .S.M.'s used in the C.A. T.V. industry have peak de
tectors and are calibrated to read the R.M.S. voltage 
of a sinusoidal wave form. The relation between the 
peak noise voltage and its R.M.S. value is different 
than it is for a sine wave. The F .S.M.'s therefore can 
only give correct readings for a sine wave and will 
always be in error when the wave shape is other than 
sine wave. 

C.A.T.V. Systems 

Most of the preceding discussion has dealt with 
noise figure and signal to noise in a general way. 
There are some important features about a C.A.T.V. 
system and its relation to noise figure that should be 
stressed. 

As we all know cable does not attenuate signals 
equally across the T.V. frequency range. The higher 
the frequency the higher the Toss. Amplifiers are 
designed to compensate for this effect, in order to 
maintain a unity gain system. This compensation, is 
usually implemented by having a fixed amount of tilt 
in front of the amplifier and a variable tilt control in 
the middle stages of the amplifier. The number of db 
of loss introduced in front of the amplifier, increases 
the noise figure by the same number of db. The vari
able tilt may or may not degrade the noise figure, 
depending upon the design. The automatic noise figure 
meter will, under any setting of the amplifier's con-:
trol, give the correct noise figure. 

Most amplifiers employ 17 db of cable tilt equali
zation in the front of the amplifier. This means the 

noise figure at channel 2 is increased by 8.5 db over 
the noise figure measured without tilt. At first g 
this situation would appear to be intolerable for 

·s 
system performance, but because the cable loss 1 

less at channel 2 than 13 the input level is higher· . 
This situation helps minimize the effect of the tilt 
permits output signal to noise ratios to be c 
for channel 2 and 13. JXI' 

Calculations, using hypothetical but typical nu 
hers, will help clarify the preceding statements .. 
Assume that the following numbers are specificatl 
for a typical amplifier. 

N .F. @ Chan 13 = 10 db} amplifier set for 22 db 
N .F. @ Chan 2 = 15 db and 22 db tilt. 

. . . 22 db 
There are ten amplifiers to be cascaded, with elS 
cable spacing between amplifiers. The output leV

5 
are set for 5 db block tilt, channel 13 will be at 3be 
dbmv output and channel 2 will be at 30 dbmv. T t 
put levels to the amplifier will then be 19 dbmV a 
channel 2 and 13 dbmv at channel 13. tbe 

If this is the situation, we can then compute u~' 
output signal to noise for channel 2 and 13 with eq teV 
tions (3) and (4). The overall noise figure for the 
amplifier is as follows; 

@Chan. 13 
@Chan. 2 

N.F. 
N.F. 

- zo d~ 
10 + 10 log 10 - 5 d~ 
15 + 10 log 10 :::: ~ 

The input signal to noise is found to be; 

@Chan. 13 
@Chan. 2 

(8/N)i 13 + 59 
(8/N)i = 19 + 59 

The output signal to noise is; 

@Chan 13 
@Chan 2 

(S/N)o 
(S/N)o 

72-20 
78-25 

72 db 
::: 78 db 

flt 
These calculations show that, although the 

1 sJ6' 
compensator does increase the noise figure, the 1t3· 
terns performance is not degraded, below chaJ111e 

Effect of Headend Equipment on S/N 

A complete analysis of a cable system :must siOO 
sarily start at the antenna. The previous discus ee" 
assumed, that the input signal to noise ratio wa~uet t0 

tablished at the first amplifier. This was done J 
facilitate the sample calculation. In reality, the 1 
to noise ratio is established at the antenna. AnY iS 
between the antenna and the headend amplifiers, 
direct reduction in the signal to noise ratio. 'fheiil"' 
figure of the headend amplifiers have very uttl~ tile 
fluence, on the signal to noise ratio at the end 0 v:ot6e 
cascade, provided the noise figure, is not much ·s 0~ 
than the noise figure of the trunk amplifier· 'fh

1 
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l4~n'n'"""trated, by including the headend amplifier 
figure in the calculation of the overall noise fig
Fig. 1 below depicts the situation for one channel, 
ly channel 13. 

cHAN. 1'3 AMP 

N. f.= 10 db 
Cfl~LE 

10 Amr. 
CASCt+C£ 

N.F. :- lOdb (:,JN)o 
LOS 5 :: J.fOJb 

/L-------' 
St: 13dbm"f" 

figure shows the -ten a,.mplifier cascade as a sin
atnplifier with a 20 db noise figure. 
Assume the channel 13 head end amplifier has 

following specs. N.F. = 10 db, Gain = 40 db, and 
Cable loss following the channel amplifier is 40 db. 
this calculation equation (2) must be used. 

F2- 1 F3 - 1 
F1 + ---+ 

G1 G1 G2 

Noise factor of 
chan amp. = 10 
Noise factor of 
cable = 104 

~ ~ lO + 104 - 1 + 100 - 1 
Noise factor of 
cascade = 100 
Gain of chan. 
amp. = 104 
Loss of cable 
= 1/104 

104 104 1/104 

L 
" Io + 1 + 99 110 

~.~ 
• :::: 10 log. 110 = 20.4 db 

The result shows that the channel amp. had very 
little effect on the overall noise figure. If there were 
more than ten amplifiers in the cascade the effect 
would have been even less. Equation (2) shows an
other interesting fact, that is, if the gain of the chan
nel amplifier is substantially greater than the loss of 
the cable following it, the effect of the noise figure of 
the cascade on the overall noise figure can be reduced. 
For instance, if the input signal level were only 3 
dbmv, the gain of the channel amplifier still 40 db, 
the cable would have to be shortened to 30 db loss to 
maintain a signal level of 13 dbmv into the first ampli
fier. Using equation (2) the overall noise figure would 
calculate to be 13.2 db. At first glance it appears as 
though the system performance has been improved for 
a smaller signal. A calculation of the output signal 
to noise for both cases shows this not to be true. 

1st case (S/N)i = 72 db N.F. = 20.4 db (S/N)o = 51.6 db 
2nd case (S/N)i = 62 db N.F. = 13.2 db (S/N)o = 48.8 db 

The output (S/N) has been reduced in part by 3 db. 
This type of calculation is quite useful in determining 
whether or not a preamp. is practical to use, when a 
signal level at the antenna is marginal. Quite often 
the improvement obtained with the use of a preamp. is 
not worth the money, or effort to install it at the ant 

These examples have indicated that the only way 
the output signal to nois.e ratio of a system can be im
proved is by decreasing the noise figure of the individ
ual amplifiers or increasing the input signal levels. 

APPENDIX I 

~o· 
~igure is Defined as; 

(l) ~ _ Si/Ni Where si = Input signal 
- So/No N· = Input noise 1 

~qt So = Output signal 
so GSi 

(2) ~ :::: Si/N1 No No Output noise 
- G Gain (or loss) 

GSi/N(I) GNi 
Nn Noise generated 

in network itself 

l'he n . . 
Q~. 01se output is comprised of two parts 

1 Qn.d Nn the noise generated in the network. 
(3) 

No = GNi + Nn 

Subst. eq. (3) into eq. (2) 

Equations (2) and (4) are sometimes used as the defi
nition of noise figure. Using equation (2), (3), and (4) 
the overall noise figure of cascaded networks can be 
determined. Consider a cascade of three networks 
as shown in Fig. 2. 

The noise out of the first stage is 

The second stage noise output is 
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the noise out of the third stage is 

N =GN +N =G3[G2(G1N. +Nnl)+Nn2]+Nn3 03 3 o2 n3 1 

From equation (2) F = No in this case the N is equal 
GN ° i 

to N and the gain G is the total gain of the three stages 03 

therefore 

(5) F 

N 
03 

G G G N Subst for N in equation (5) 
1' 2' 3 i 0 3 

Gl G2 G3 Ni 

(6) F 

N N N 
nl n2 n3 

l+GlNi +Gl,G2Ni +Gl,G2,G~ 

but from eq. (4) 

F 
N N 

1 + ~or _n_ = F - 1 
GN. GN. 

sub st into eq · 6 

1 1 

(7) F 

These results can be easily extended to more 
cascaded networks. 

APPENDIX IT 

To simplify the equation of the noise figure for 
cascaded networks, it will facilitate matters by using 
only three amplifiers to demonstrate the technique 
to be used. Fig. 3 below shows a block diagram of the 
layout for the three amplifiers. 

G 1 = G3 = G5 Represent the gains of the amplifiers 

A2 = A4 = A6 Represent the loss of the cable between 
amplifiers 

G = ~ The gain in db equals the loss of the cable in db 

F 1 = F 3 = F 
3 

Noise factor of the amplifiers 

F 2 = F 4 = F 
6 

Noise factor of the cable 

1 
F =- = G *Noise figure of cable in db equal the loss 2 

A2 of the cable in db. 

(1) F 
F2-1 F3-1 F

4
-1 F -1 

F l :t- -- + -- + + _..;,_5 __ _ 
Gl GlA2 GlA2G3 GlA2G3A4 

F6-1 
+------

GlA2G3A4G5 
N.F. 
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Since all of the gains are equal and all of the losses 
are equal to .1_ it follows. 

G 

f 
F

2
-1 F -1 F -1 F

1
-1 

1 2 1-N.F. = 10 Log F + -- + -- + --+ _:::.--
1 10 1 G

1 
1 a

1 

Combining terms 

N.F. = 10 log10 (3F l + 1) 

since 3F 
1 

» 1 

N.F. = 10 log
10 

3F l 

For "n" amplifiers the overall noise figure would pe 

N.F. = 10 log
10 

nF 
1 

which is equal to 

N.F. = 10 log10 F 1 + 10 lOg lO n 

* The fact that the noise figure .of the cable, equals 
the loss of the cable in db, can be easily shown. 



a bWe know that as the noise voltage passes through 
ca le 't . act 1 Is attenuated. We also lmow that the cable 
s as a r . t d . liPan it esis ance an Introduces noise, depending 

is e s temperature. Therefore the total noise-out 
Ph.t qual to the noise input times the loss of the cable 
ics ~~~e noise introduced by the cable. In mathemat-

lS reads. 

N::::A 
o Ni + N but AN.+ N = N. therefore N 

n I n I n 

(1.. A) N . Nn 
i USingeq. (4) from appendix I F = 1 +

AN. 

(1 - A) N , 1 + . 
-------._! F 

AN 
i 

I 

A+1-A=1 
A A 

(i\pplCliAIRMAN TAYLOR: Thank you very much. 
ause) D h . floor? oes anyone ave any questions from the 
(~ If not, I have som.e announcements to make. 

onvention announcements were made.) 

e}Cpe~·liAIRMAN TAYLOR (Continuing): In order to 
a littllte the proceeding, I will take the presentations 
Ptobl: out of order to accommodate the mechanical 

0 
rns we have with the slide projector. 

Nels ur next speaker will be Mr. Alan Ross of the 
ectuc 

0~-Ross Electronics Company. Alan Ross was 
lYb. :p~~d at t~e City. College of New York and Brook
e}Cpe . YtechnlC Institute. He received his initial field 
t l'Ience 'th hen. . WI the Sperry Gyroscope Company. He 
h Joined p 1 . . e Sh . o armd ElectroniCs Corporation where 

t-~ec1a1· · lrlent t· lZed In spectrum analysis and R. F. instru-
a Ion H Of ch· · e rose through the ranks to the position 
lef engineer 
Ab . 

Nelso out four years ago, Mr. Ross organized 
conce n-Ross Electronics, a firm which pioneered the 
cuss t~t of plug-in spectrum analyzers. He will dis
Cl\'1'\T e application of such a spectrum analyzer to 

systems. 
i\ It is 'th lan llo WI great pleasure that I present Mr. 

ss. (Applause) 

luc.)~:ai · ALAN ROSS (Nelson-Ross Electronics 
h . w 1 . , 
ave ou d hke to preface this by saying that we 

~er ''~h~ne to a great deal of trouble to publish a pa-
vv lch . 

say "·· Is almost vervatim of what I am going to 
't. , vvlth 
~han1. a lot of photographs of the CRT screen. 
t· t\S to th tlne. I w· e .printer, I couldn't get them here on 
~hotog Ill give the paper, without referring to the 
two ... th l:'aphs off the screen, but we do have some 
ittg del~Usand copies printed which are probably be
~ants lVered to my office right now. Anybody who 
lt is 

8 
one has merely to ask me, and I will see that 
ent · 8ee Vvh In the mail so that all of you can eventually 
at I am talking about. 

CATV AND THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
By . 

Alan Ross, Nelson-Ross Electronics 

In the past, newly developing electronic services 
have started with time-based instrumentation, measur
ing waveforms - and subsequently have adopted spec
trum analysis techniques as systems became more com
plex. CATV- a young, rapidly developing giant among 
these services - has, by its very nature, been forced 
into spectrum analysis at its onset. 

The best known and most widely used test instru
ment for CATV applications is the Field Strength Meter 
(FSM), which is really a nanually scanned spectrum 
analyzer. Starting with the FSM, the Spectrum Analyzer 
(SA) and its operating principles are evolved. A com
mercially available SA will be described, its advantages 
and limitations explored, and applications detailed. 

The common FSM is a heterodyne receiver capable 
of tuning the frequency band of interest, usually 54 to 
216 MHz, with a meter for indicating the input RF voltage. 
The block diagram for a typical CATV FSM is shown in 
Figure 1. 

The RF stage provides RF preselection and ampli
fication. The IF amplifier may have a center frequency 
of 25 MHz and will usually have a 3 db bandwidth of 600 
KHz. The local oscillator and RF amplifier are ganged 
together for tuning. The detector usually provides a 
peak detecting function and output is indicated on a 
meter on the instrument. Image rejection is provided 
by the RF stage. Range selection is provided by input 
attenuators or IF gain controls or a combination of 
both. Range selection is necessary since the indicating 
meter will usefully cover a range of only 20 db at a 
time. Some FSM's have expanded range on the indicat
ing dial, but this restricts the meter's use when a wide 
dynamic range is not desired. 

A FSM could be converted into a spectrum analyzer 
by providing an automatic mechanical drive for the 
tuning mechanism, and displaying the detector output on 
an oscilloscope whose horizontal drive was sychronized 
to the tuning. This would provide a CRT display of 
signal strength against frequency. Such mechanical dis
plays are impractical for high speed repetitive use and 
some electrical equivalent is desirable. 

Varactor diodes could be used to p:rovide electronic 
tuning in a FSM, but it is very difficult to build an RF 
stage that can be electrically tuned and that will track 
with an electronically swept local oscillator. Elimina
tion of the RF stage reduces stage sensitivity and makes 
the receiver succeptible to spurious image responses. 
Thus a FSM without an R F preselector stage may have 
its local oscillator at 75 MHz when tuned to a 50 MHz 
signal (IF 25 MHz). It will be equally sensitive to a 
100 MHz. signal. It will be impossible to distinguish 
whether the noted response is from a 50 or 100 MHz 
signal at the input. 
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I 

IF 

AMPLIFIER DETECTOR 

FIGURE 1 

The image rejection problem can be overcome 
by using a very high IF frequency. If a 500 MHz IF 
is used with a local oscillator sweeping from 500 to 
800 MHz, the receiver responses will be 0 - 300 MHz 
and 1000 - 1800 MHz. Since the 1000 to 1800 MHz 
sensitivity is not likely to be a problem in CATV ap
plications we have a useful receiver - with a few 
additional complications. IF amplifiers for 500 MHz 
cannot be built with the narrow bandwidths needed for 
CATV work. Narrower bandwidths are obtained by 
additional conversions to lower IF's using fixed fre
quency local oscillators. Thus we may go progres
sively to IF's of 65 and 10.7 MHz and achieve band
widths of 5 KHz and lower. This resultant instrument 
is an electronically swept spectrum analyzer. 

While there are several available spectrum an
alyzers that could be used in the CATV industry, the 
only instrument specifically designed for such ap
plications is the Nelson-Ross Mark I CATV Analyzer. 
This analyzer features complete frequency coverage 
in one scan, 60 db display dynamic range, 75 ohm 
input impedance (type F connector), video (600 kc) 
display capability, logarithmic, linear and square 
law vertical scales and± 2 db overall flatness. The 
block diagram of this analyzer is given in Figure 2. 

The sweep generator controls sweep width and 
center frequency, thus controlling center frequency 
and dispersion (tuning range). It also controls the 
sweep repetition rate. Receiver bandwidth is controlled 
in the 10.7 MHz IF amplifier. This amplifier normally 
has a 600 KHz bandwidth, but it can be restricted to 
5 KHz by switching in a crystal filter. Logarithmic 
response is also provided at this stage by means of 
a front panel control. Square law and linear response 
can also be selected. The video amplifier provides 
the required drive for the vertical deflection system 
of the associated oscilloscope. A variable IF gain · 
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control is provided along with a step attenuator 
the 65 MHz and 10.7 MHz IF stages. 

Some general characteristics of the spectruJll e' 

alyzer should be considered before discussion of sP 
cific applications. A thorough understanding of ad"r' 
vantages and limitations of the SA will help in und~ ~ 
standing its principal applications and the applicatlo 
of the instrument to new uses. 

SA Advantages ,,~ 

The SA gives a sweep frequency display. It sb~ 
everything that is going on in a given frequencY ~atl r~ 
in a single oscilloscope display. In maximum d15~0~ 
sion, it displays the whole spectrum from zero to ~ 
MHz. In its narrowest dispersion mode it displaY~ of 
600 KHz segment of spectrum across the full widt ,, 

· " ero the oscilloscope. It can also be operated in a z 
dispersion mode. In this mode it acts as a regular 
receiver, displaying the demodulated video on the f 
oscilloscope, subject to the bandwidth limitations 

0 
d' 

the IF and video amplifiers (600 KHz maximum ba:eP 
width) and the horizontal sweep provided by the sVJ 

rate control. diG' 
The SA has a wide dynamic range in a single gS 

play. Signals t~at differ in amplitude by as rnucb bj8cl 
60 db can be readily observed in the log mode, su 
to distortion considerations to be discussed later· 

The SA has resolving power comparable to the 

ordinary FSM when operated in the "wide" mode, VI 
and has very much greater resolving power (narro si" 
bandwidth) when operated in the narrow (5 KHz) P~ioo 
tion. Narrow bandwidth operation permits separ~et; 
of carriers, beats, etc., that are very close toget f 
just how close depends on their relative levels· 1 e1 
they are about the same level, they would be just.: .. 
arated if they were 5 KHz apart. If they are of dl e." 
ferent levels, they will have to be more widely seP tbe 
rated since one carrier will tend to disappear into 
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FIGURE 3: 300 megacycle scan 
of output of allband antenna 
in the New York City area. 
The large signal at left is 
zero frequency. Channels 2, 
4 and 5 can be seen between 
2nd & 3rd graticule lines. 
The FM band is immediately to 
the right. Channels 7, 9, 11 
and 13 are visible between the 
6th & 8th graticule lines. 
Note poor response to channels 
2 & 13. (linear display) 
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Figure 4: Same signal as in 
fig. 1 with analyzer disper
sion reduced to 180 megacycles 
eliminating unnecessary upper 
& lower portions of the dis
play. Note increased reso
lution. (linear display) 

Figure 5: 6 megacycle/em scan 
of channels 7, 9 and 11. Rel
ative levels between carriers 
can be measured using I.F. 
step attenuator, will yield 7 
picture: 0 db, 7 sound:-10 db, 
9 picture: -1 db, 9 sound: -9 
db, 11 picture: -7 db, 11 
sound-14 db. Level~ may be 
calibrated to dbmv (see text) 
(linear display) . 

Figure 6: Video display (0 
me/em dispersion) showing two 
frames of video. This setting 
provides V output signals suit
able for inspecting sy~c pul
ses, etc. (linear display) 

11
8 

pI 
d' 
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ll't'' of the other. Resolving power is still much 
reater than that of the ordinary FSM. 

l' 'I'he SA has optional log, linear or square law re
p;sP.onse. In log mode, the vertical deflection is pro
di Ohonal to the log of signal amplitude, thus giving a 
p~Pl~y that is linear in decibels. In linear mode dis
s Y ls Proportional to amplitude of signal input. In 
p~a.:re law mode, display is proportional to signal 
en Wer (square of amplitude) thus accentuating differ-

ces between signals. 
(l?ol 'I'~e SA oscilloscope display can be photographed 
l'e ar1oct is preferred) for permanent reference and 
Us?orct, or recordings can be made on X-Y recorders 

lng auziliary output jacks which are provided. 

Sf\ t· . 
~ 
liav_'l'he SA has high noise figure and low sensitivity. 
figu lng.no RF stage and a high frequency IF the noise 
th re lS set by the mixer loss and the noise figure of 

e 500 M:Hz first IF amplifier. 

The SA is subject to overload problems. The mixer 
generates distortion products - harmonics, intermodu
lation, and cross modulation products, comparatively 
easily. It will overload at far lower levels than the 
more familiar FSM's. 

The SA is difficult to calibrate for absolute read
ings. Gain depends very critically on sweep speed, 
particularly at narrow band width and wide dispersion. 
The SA does however make an excellent "transfer 
standard" permitting easy comparison of a standard 
reference and an unknown signal for both frequency 
and amplitude. 

Applications of the Spectrum Analyzer 
1. Swept Field Strength Meter for System Checking 
Checking and setting CATV systems requires tuning 

the FSM back and forth and remembering or writing dow 
levels for the various channels of interest. This proce
dure can be simplified by use of the SA. The SA will 
display all the channels in an all band, low band, or sub 
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Figure 7: High resolution, 
low dispersion display - 5 kc 
resolution coupled with 60 kc/ 
em dispersion permits identi
fication of FM multiplex 
transmission. Note grouping 
of low level modulation around 
multiplex sidebands (linear 
display) . 

Figure 8: High resolution Log 
display shows 15.75 kc side
bands around picture carrier. 
The first sideband, while 20 
db below the carrier is still 
clearly visible. (Log display) 
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low/low system simultaneously. Use "Wide" bandwidth 2. Precision Field Strength Meter 
for this application and set dispersion and tuning to dis- RF levels can be very accurately measured and , 
play the band required. Calibrate the SA with any avail- \ by using the SA as a "transfer standard". Select a bY 
able reference generator. In the log mode, the ana- brid splitter for balanced outputs (a high speed RF ~ 
lyzer will have a 10 db/em vertical calibration. The is handy for this). When sensitivity is not a problelll 
SA used should be checked for flatness across the band adder can be made from two 20 db attenuators and a 
to be sure that it meets the manufacturers specifica- Use the splitter, to mix the signal from the reference, 
tion of plus or minus two db. This can be done by generator with the signal being measured. The refe~ d 

feeding a goo~ quality sweep generator into the SA. ence signal can be "walked" up against the signal ~~~ 
With the SA at a low sweep speed, note the envelope dis- measured, by adjusting frequency until it stands rig 
played. In log mode, the maximum peak to valley dif- beside the other signal. Use wide bandwidth and n 
ference should be 0.4cm (4 db). Greater sensitivity dispersions. Adjust the reference generator until 
to level differences can be achieved in the linear mode. have equal amplitude. Amplitude comparisons can 
Adjust IF gain for suitable vertical deflection and made more sensitive by changing to linear or square 
check against reference source. mode. Signal amplitude can be read from level of 

The SA displays all the carriers, picture and ence generator. Frequency can be determined bY 
sound, at the same time, and the effects o'f adjustments the reference generator until it lies right over the 
of amplifier g:p.n and tilt controls are readily observed. being checked. Beat effects will be small since the 
In the "wide" mode (600 KHz) the SA is not senstitive is presumably being operated with signal inputs at 
to changes in sweep speed and shop calibration at the that cause minimum distortions. Signals can be 
start of the day can be relied on through the day. The in this way to small fractions of a decibel. 'f}liS 
oscilloscope power supplies are quite well regulated Be careful to watch for sweep speed effects. · 
against line voltage variations. While the wide band- should be minimal in "wide" band mode. Check fot pU' 
width mode does not give maximum sensitivity, it by seeing whether sweep speed has any effect on a~e 
guarantees immunity against changes in. sensitivity and tude of reference and test signals. Signals with ~~tb, 
resolving power caused by changes in sweep speed. band modulation, i.e. wide compared to SA bandWI iJli' 
Check to see whether displayed amplitude changes with are subject to sweep speed effects. Effect can be ~\V 
sweep speed. Use slowest speed which gives readable mized or eliminated by using narrow dispersion, s 
disp1ay (flicker level tolerable) and which does notre- sweep speeds, and wide bandwidths. 
duce displayed amplitudes. The narrow bandwidth po- 3. Reception Interference 
sition reduces sensitivity drastically - in wide disper- The great resolving power of the SA in its 
sian for all band display, 180 MHz sweep, and with 15 band mode makes the instrument very useful for 
sweep per second sweep rate, the sensitivity is reduced down interfering carriers. Dispersion can be 
by about 17 db and the apparant resolving power re- down to a width of one or two channels. The picture, 
duced almost 50 times, i.e. effective resolving power sound and color carriers on the desired channel a~:y 
becomes almost 250KHz. The wide band display for easily identified. Interfering carriers, .provid~d t 91e 
setting or checking systems does not need the narrow have reasonable separation from desired carriers 

5 
bandwidth. easily identified. These may turn out to be spuriotl 
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Figure 9: The spectrum analy
zer as a transfer standard. 
The cw signal on the left was 
inserted via a power divider 
to calibrate the peak signal 
level of the video carrier on 
the right. ~hen the two sig
nals have been made equal the 
level may be read off the 
signal generator (linear dis
play). 
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lations from nearby transmitters, or may be spuri-
U.s carriers generated somewhere in the CATV system. 

cat· A. Preselector of some kind is useful for this appli
p Ion. The preselector limits the input signals to the 

0~ticular band of interest. This prevents generation 
lb. Undesired distortion products within the SA which 
stY.be undistinguishable from the interference being 

foUdled. Simple passive band pass filters may be used 
!' th· an ls purpose. Better results are obtained by use of 

de external receiver like a Channel Commander or a TV 
ce~Odulator. The SA is connected to the IF of the re-
I~ l\7e:r being used as the pre selector. The SA scans the 
tun output of the preselector. The pre selector is then 
reqe~ t.o the channel being examined. For applications 
by UI:r1ng continuous tuning of the spectrum not provided 
act a 'l'V demodulator tuner, a FSM may be used with 
~haPtation to permit plugging the SA into the FSM IF. 

esA str· then scans the 600 KHz IF of the FSM. This re-
hu/?ts examination to a 600 KHz "window" at a time, 
tu.n·lt does permit continuous tuning within the main 

lng range of the FSM. 

Narrow dispersions and slow sweep rates should be 
used to preserve SA sensitivity and resolving power. 
Co-channel carriers are very difficult to resolve. They 
are separated by only 10 or 20 KHz from the main pic
ture carrier, and unless they are of exceptionally high 
amplitude they get lost in the "skirt" of the main carrier. 
Interfering carriers spaced more than 100 KHz from de
sired carriers can usually be observed. They can then bE 
tracked back through the system and their sources usuall: 
identified. A case history will illustrate: 

A CATV system complained of intermittent color 
"drop out" on channel 2. Extensive equipment substitu- _ 
tions failed to turn up the problem. The SA was con
nected to the head end Channel Commander output. It 
was noted that a spurious carrier appeared quite close 
to the color carrier intermittently, causing color "drop 
out". This was traced back through the Channel Com.
mander with the SA. It was identified as · a nearby police 
transmitter on a frequency quite close to the IF color 
frequency. This Channel Commander had poo;r RF pre
selection on channel 2. The police transmitter ''hulled" 

Figure 10: Interfering carrier 
as seen on the spectrum analy
zer. A high level cw signal 
is interfering with the video 
portion of the channel under 
analysis. This signal will 
be clearly visible on the 
picture as a "herringbone" 
type of interference pattern 
(linear display). 

Figure 11: Interference loca
ted by means of high resolut
ion examination of an individ
ual channel. An interfering 
signal can be clearly seen 
between the sound carrier and 
color subcarrier (linear dis
play). 

1 
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right through the tuner into the IF where it interfered 
with the color carrier. Once the problem was identified 
it was easy to fix by adding a high pass filter in front of 
the Channel Commander to improve its RF selectivity. 
The continuous scanning of the SA permitted the tech
nician to spot the intermittent offending interference. 
It would have been almost impossible to find in any 
other way. 

Preselectors and preamplifiers considerably im-
prove the performance of the SA by restricting its in
put to the portion of the spectrum of immediate interest. 
This prevents harmonic distortion products and inter
modulation products from showing up in the spectrum 
being studied. The problem is common to all SA's that 
use "wide open front ends". 

The SA can be checked for internally generated 
distortion products. In order to check whether a par
ticular product noted on the screen is valid, or is in
ternally generated, use an external step attenuator. 
Reduce input signal level by 10 db. If the displayed 
level changes by more than 1 em (10 db) the input signal 
level is too high and should be reduced. All or part of 
the observed signal was being generated internally. It 
should also be noted that external preselectors in the 
form of tuners (Channel Commander, demodulators, 
FSM's) are also subject to overload distortion and 
should be checked in the same way. By careful choice 
and adjustment of preselectors it is possible to dis
tinguish beats and other spurious carriers over a 60 db 
dynamic range. Such measurements have been made 
with the SA in connection with checking for spurious 
beats in tests of amplifier output handling capability. 

Since narrow bandwidths are commonly used in 
this application, it is worthwhile at this point to discuss 
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effect of bandwidth and sweep speed on sensitivitY aJIO 

resolving power. 
Very narrow bandwidth IF's take some time to 1 

spond completely to changing frequencies. The effeC 
of too fast a sweep for a given IF bandwidth is to 
displayed amplitude and to increase effective 
(reduce resolving power). Figure 12 can be used to 
culate this effect. tbe 

In the Nelson-Ross CATV Spectrum Analyzer, t 
wide position is so wide that effects are negligible ~0~ 'tl )I 

normal sweep speeds. The narrow bandwidth poSl tbe 
is subject to these effects. It is recommended thataJio 
narrow position be used only at lower sweep rates 
narrower dispersions which will reduce effect on e 
tivity and resolving power. Use of a long persisteil~ 
phosphor (P-7) in the oscilloscope, facilitates use ~e
slower sweep speeds. In extreme c~ses it maY be (l.llo 
sirable to use storage type oscilloscope (HP 141;\) 

modify the SA for lower sweep speeds. 
4. Checking Amplifier Overload and Dis~s . 
The SA can be used to check amplifier overlo ts · 

distortion by displaying the broad spectrum of bea t ' 

distortion products caused by serious amplifier 0"~ 
loads. These are generally easy to distinguish frO 
normal modulation sidebands observed in a working to 
system. Care should be taken, as noted previouslY' 
control the SA input level to prevent internal 
of distortion products. With careful use of pre 
preselectors, distortion beats on what should be JliC 

carriers can be observed to a -60 db level. Hafll1°e 01 
beats can also be displayed if care is taken with us 
preselectors. t 

Cross modulation products are very difficult ;e 
play. The SA is a frequency domain instrument. 
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It seems to us that when you buy a cable for your 
CATV system you want something more than just a 
method to carry your ::;ignal. How about the need 
for absolutely reliable cable performance? 

As a source, only Phelps Dodge offers a unique 
combination of years of cable manufacturing experi
ence, an in-depth staff of trained technical people, 
unfailing service from a country wide network of sales 
offices and warehouses. 

You can easily see that when you've made up 
your mind about the cable you want, who you buy 
from· becomes very important. That's why, when you 
choose us you get a certain something extra. That's 
the . comforting assurance that we have the size, 
strength, capability and willingness to stand in back 
of our cable from the moment your order is received. 
We do this simply because we can't afford not to. 

LW 
One of the cables we sell is Foamflex, an. all~~ ill 

pose jacketed aluminum sheathed cable avallab~·tive 
nominal lengths of 4,000 feet at a cost compe 1 ble 
with unjacketed cable. To you, this means one. ca 0r 
usable for all types of installation, aerial, buned, 
duct. f arT1 

Foamflex, the original aluminum sheathed 0 all 
dielectric coax offers average VSWR of 1.05 on ide 
channels, uniform electrical properties over a ~ia" 
range of temperature variations, low loss, n.o rai ht 
tion, stable attenuation at high band frequenc1~s, 1

1
fte· 

weight for easy installation, long-term operat1n~ tif7g 
For complete details on new Foamf/ex and ItS uf7" 

of our sales service stocking centers across the c~oP" 
try, write, wire, TWX or telephone Phelps Dodge NeW 
per Products Corporation, 300 Park Avenue, 32oo. 
York, New York 10022. Telephone (212) 751· 
TWX (212) 867-7455. 

PHELPS DODGE COPPER . ALUMINU:s e 
AND ALLOY PRODUC 



:~equ.ency domain manifestation of cross modulation is 
tne appearance of AM modulation sidebands on a carrier 

1 at should be free of modulation sidebands. Sideband 
t~\tels are normally 6 db down from main carrier, plus 
c e depth of modulation. Thus a carrier with -40 db 
otoss hlodulation will have a spectrum in which side
~ds are 40 + 6 = 46 db down from main carrier. 
se es.e~t cross modulation testing techniques call for 

1~81hvities in the range of -40 to -90 db. This means 
dot Sidebands in frequency domain will be 46 to 96 db 
t~vn. This exceeds the dynamic capability of the spec
tne lb. analyzer. The situation is further complicated by 
qu fact that present cross modulation testing techni
lb:s Call for use of 15.750 KHz from main carrier. 
c~8 .Sideband soon is lost in the "skirt" of the main 
\lio l'le:r. Modulation frequencies of more than 100 KHz 
ftollld be more readily observed but would still suffer 
Cr tn the 60 db dynamic range limitation of the SA. 
fteoss hlodulation up to about -50 db with modulating 
s~.qu.encies of 1 MHz or so could be checked with the 

8" IIa:rmonic distortion products in a sub low /low 
JSte:rn cat could be observed to a -55 to -60 db level by 
q~tefu~ use of preselectors to prevent generation of 

0l'hon products within the SA itself. 
5 • _Q_hecking Modulation Spectra 

Of. Spectra of various modulations are not generally 
t0 ~~te:rest in CATV systems except possibly as an aid 
b~d e~tification of spurious carriers. Use of narrow 
Ulat·Wldth, narrow dispersion modes will display mod
tYDelon spectra and permit identification of modulation 
billld (Fl\1: or AM) and some information on modulation 

Width. 
6 • .Q_hecking Spurious Outputs 

the 
8
1he Wide display range and continuous scanning of 

syst A.. Permits easy checking of amplifiers and other 
Chec~:tn components for spurious outputs. Be sure to 
stlo for possible internal generation of spurious re
db :ses, ~d use preselectors if necessary. The 60 
Of 1 YnamlC range of the SA permits easy recognition 
'rrtai.ow level spurious outputs in presence of stronger 
a1s

0

11 
Signals. Undesired local oscillator radiation is 
;a~i~y checked and measured with the SA. 
~al Reconnaisance and Field Strength 

able ;he Wide scanning nature of the SA makes it suit
telln o:r signal reconnaisance work. A broad band an-
ill tha and preamplifier would be desirable. All carriers 
stre e band of interest would be displayed. Signal 
ealJa~ths could be recorded by using a data camera 
eallle e of sequential frame data photography. The 
e~yeryl'a :Vould be set to photograph the SA screen 

A.. lllmute or at other desired intervals. 
\\ttth th standard reference level signal can be mixed in 

e test signals to provide continuous calibration. 

The log mode permits recording a wide· dynamic range 
of signal levels, and the continuous scan display would 
permit recording of differential fades between channels, 
and between sound and picture carriers. Intermittent 
interfering carriers would also be recorded, depending 
on their relationship to the interval of the data recording 
camera. Signals from several narrow band antennas and 
preamplifiers could be combined for simultaneous dis
play on the SA. 
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Thank you. (Applause) I would like to acknowledge 
the work of Mr. Switzer for preparing the rough text for 
this paper. Thank you again very much. (Applause) 

CHAIRMAN TAYLOR: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Alan Ross. I wonder if we have any questions of Mr. 
Ross on the spectrum analyzer and its applications? 

QUESTION: You spoke of using a pre-selector 
such as a Channel Commander. You are now using a 
dispersion of about six megacycles, I presume. What 
scan rate and what resolution can go or, rather, what 
scan rate and what resolution can you get at a six mega
cycle dispersion? 

MR. ROSS: At six megacycles you probably wouldn '1 
want to use the wide. resolution. You could use the 600 
kc, which is roughly ten per cent of the display. I don't 
know if anybody can see this, but I have a picture of 
those exact conditions on the front of my paper here, 
the 600 kc dispersion condition, and that is the picture 
and sound carrier. That was from Channel 4 and off my 
home antenna. 

I also have pictures further on where you can sweep 
six megacycles, and I am guessing from experience at 
five or six sweeps per second, and you can literally see 
everything that goes on, including the modulation spec
trum around the picture carrier. I have that here also. 
You can see the color carrier, and you can see any spuri 
ous signals or interference that may occur in between. 

I have seen, for example, an operating CATV systen 
where there has been an ignition noise which is very 
easily and very quickly identified, because it forms a 
random pattern of spikes between the picture and sound 
carrier on a setup like this, and I was able to trace it 
down to find out it wasn't coming in the antenna but 
coming in because of a bad connector some place. 

CHAIRMAN TAYLOR: Are there any more question 
I still have not figured out how to use the spectrum ana
lyzer when I can't get delivery on the scope. (Laughter) 
Are there any other questions? Putting my fingers on 
the terminals doesn't help much. (Laughter) 
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